Providing educational guidelines for the reduction of death anxiety has resulted in a dramatic increase in the literature concerning death education (DE). However, research evaluating DE programs has yielded ambiguous results. In this study, researchers performed a meta-analysis of various DE interventions to assess the effectiveness of DE programs in reducing death anxiety. Three questions were examined: (1) Is DE effective in reducing death anxiety?; (2) What portion of the variance in death anxiety can be accounted for by the DE treatment?; and (3) How many treatment effects are practically significant? An effect size for each individual study was calculated along with an overall treatment effect size for DE. Investigators calculated a total of 62 effect sizes which represented 5,327 treated individuals. Results indicated that DE led to more death anxiety. Of the two types of interventions tested, didactic 'interventions led to significantly higher death anxiety than did experiential interventions. For questions two and three, DE interventions accounted for practically significant portions of the variance in less than half of the cases which suggests that statistical significance does not necessarily establish practical significance. (RJM) 
A Meta-Analysis
The multifaceted problem of providing educational guidelines for the reduction of death anxiety recently has surfaced as a significant research topic and has resulted in a dramatic increase in the literature concerning death education (Glass, 1990 (Combs, 1981; Miles, 1980; Wittmaier, 1979 Omega-squared was used to assess the portion of variance in death anxiety accounted for by death education interventions and the number of practically significant treatment effects (Smith & Glass, 1977 anxiety may be influenced by experience with death, religiosity, and/or the strength of religious belief.
Discussion
To answer the first research question, four analyses were undertaken. The first analysis, revealed that participants in death education treatments reported more death anxiety after completion of the intervention than did participants in the control conditions. Death education appears to reinforce death fear and/or anxiety and to removed the denial often thought to be an integral part of the individual's personality structure.
Another explanation may be that the instruments used to measure death anxiety did not fully measure the multidimensionality of death anxiety. Perhaps the studies utilized in this metaanalysis only measured the elements of death anxiety that increased with education.
Possibly the most interesting finding related to this first research question is simply the fact that death education led to increased death anxiety. Death literature (Kastenbaum, 1977; Maglio, 1992; Warren, 1982) Death education interventions accounted for practically significant portions of the variance in less than half of the included studies which suggests that statistical significance does not necessarily mean that practical significanáe has been established. Instead, the more powerful the statistics used, the more likely that statistically significant comparisons will not be practically significant (NcNamara, 1978) . Perhaps this is why less than half of the calculated effect sizes reached practical significance.
It is clear from the presented findings that more intensive analyses of the effects of death education are needed. Research needs to focus more on "how" it works rather than on "does" it work.
Death education interventions must be continually refined to prepare psychologists to provide better quality education to clients and the general population. With the increasing number of deaths each year, psychologists are increasingly being called upon to work with individuals with death-related concerns.
Death is a very natural yet extremely anxiety-provoking part of life. With additional research, it is hoped that death education can continue to evolve and become a major educational and emotional resource for all individuals.
